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Rev. Hidehito Okochi 

大河内秀人

Born in Tokyo in 1957

Abbot of Kenju-in Temple 見樹院 and Juko-
in Temple 寿光院 of the Jodo Pure Land 
Denomination 浄土宗located in Tokyo

Graduated from Keio University, Faculty of 
Law, Department of Politics in 1980

Graduated from Taisho University Buddhist 
Divinity School in 1982 and received full 
ordination as a Buddhist priest.

Part of the founding group of Buddhist 
priests who established the AYUS Buddhist 
International Cooperation Network in 1993

Co-founder of the Inter Faith Forum for the 
Review of National Nuclear Policy in 1992



LogoMy encounter with Asia

Realized the Importance of 
the Independence of Local Community 

Ｂｈｕｔａｎ & Ladakh
ＧＮＰ・Economic Growth ????

Ｃａｍｂｏｄｉａ & Ｐａｌｅｓｔｉｎｅ
Judgement of UN and USA ????

Ｔｈａｉｌａｎｄ & Sarawak, Malaysia
Japanese ODA and Development ????



Logo
Activities Based on the Four Noble Truths
When Shakyamuni Buddha gained enlightenment, his first 
teaching was the Four Noble Truths, that is: 
1) get a solid grasp of the suffering (the problem)
2) ascertain its causes and structure; 
3) form an image of the world to be aimed for; 
4) act according to correct practices. 
“From this, one gains a sense of the meaning of life in modern 
society as a citizen with responsibilities in the irreversible 
course of time. There is the suffering of the southern peoples 
and nature, from which we derive support for our lives even as 
we exploit it. The problem is structural in nature, so by 
changing the system and creating measures for improvement, 
we achieve results. The first thing is to fulfill our 
responsibilities to the people around us and to future 
generations 



LogoDiscern and Transform as a Buddhist

開発と利権 ＧＮＰ神話
Development & Vested Interests

The Mythology of GNP

貪

瞋

癡

「対テロ戦争」のトリック
The Trick of “The War against Terrorism”

知らぬ間に不良債権・核武装

No Awareness of Bad Loans and 
Nuclear Armaments

Greed

Anger

Ignorance



Logo

Case Study I:
Juko-in Temple

Taking on the “Nuclear Village” 
(原発村)



LogoCultural Dukkha: 
In Japan, two myths were created about 

nuclear energy and nuclear power plants: 
1) necessary: Does Japan really have few 

natural resources for energy? Is peak load 
electricity needed all year long?

2) safe: Nuclear Ginza details the harm to 
power plant workers. Studies in Germany 

and the U.S. show high rates of cancer, 
especially in children, for those who live 

near reactors.



Logo3rd Myth: Nuclear energy helps to 
prevent global warming

The production of nuclear fuel needs vast amounts 
of energy from mining uranium to transporting the 

fuel to production to keep the reactor core cool

70% of the thermal energy is lost into the 
environment, usually into the sea at a temperature 

17c degrees higher

There is tremendous economic inefficiency and 
electrical waste in Japan’s delivery of energy

from huge nuclear power plants
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Rev. Naito (Lutheran) Rev. Tanaka (Soto Zen) Rev. Okayama (Jodo Shin Otani) Rev. Okochi (Jodo)

Rev. 
Tetsuen 
Nakajima 
(Shingon)

The Interfaith Forum for 
the Review of National 

Nuclear Policy 
founded in 1992



LogoFrom Ecology to The Pure Land

Honen (1133-1212), founder of Jodo Pure 
Land sect, 
•First to bring Japanese Buddhism down 
to the masses by developing a faith based 
in the vow of Amida Buddha to abandon 
no sentient being no matter how deep their 
transgressions and defilements 
Okochi’s developed a vision from this of
1) 差別も搾取もない世界

A World without Discrimination and Exploitation

無核無兵 Nuclear and Military Presence

2) 信頼と自立のコミュニティ

Community based on self-reliance and 
independence



Logofrom oil society to natural energy society

 The social hierarchy is reversed.
 Society comes to be made from small units in every locale.
 Practice of each citizen determines the world and the future.

Oil society

Oil  
Industry

electricity, gasoline, plastics, public works, 

construction, agriculture, fisheries, etc.

People who must work Natural Energy Society

electricity, gasoline, plastics, public 
works, construction, agriculture, 

fisheries, etc.

People who work for their own 
self-development



LogoPhotovoltaic Generation (Solar Power)

 Carbon Free Energy
 July, １９９９: 1st Electricity 

Generating Center
＊Output ５.４ｋＷ
＊Cost of Construction                  

¥6 million/ $60,000
＊Installation on the roof of Juko-in 

Temple

 August, ２００７: 2nd Electricity 
Generating Center

＊Output ３.０ｋＷ
＊From receiving some used panels, 

construction costs were kept at ¥1.15 
million/ $11,500

＊Installation on the roof of an elderly 
home run by a local NGO on the 
property of Juko-in Temple.



Logo

2012 installed 
another 10 kW of 
panels on the 
Juko-in roof 



Logo
Funding Came from the Mirai Micro-Credit Bank

 sold excess energy at peak to Tokyo Electric Power Company 
(TEPCO), which runs Fukushima #1 

 Green Power Certificates: sold 200 certificates at ¥1,000 each 
at the price of ¥33/kWh, a figure between the ¥22/kWh price 
paid by Tokyo Electric Power Co. and the ¥55/kWh price paid 
for natural energy in Germany

 created a local currency called Edogawatt and provided three 
10 unit Edogawatt bills for each certificate to use in exchange 
for baby-sitting, carrying loads, translating, and other small jobs 
within the community, which “have provided an incentive for 
the creation of a mutual aid society within the community, and 
we would like to make them a tool for deepening interpersonal 
relationships and trust.” 



LogoCommunity Groups linked to Juko-in Temple

Juko-in Temple Hosts in one office the following groups:

 a children’s theatre group

 an indigenous Japanese peoples’ (Ainu) advocacy 
group

 an environmental group for keeping the nearby 
Arakawa River and its environs clean

 a small political party with numerous women candidates

 an alternative energy and culture NGO supporting the 
peoples of northern India called Julay Ladakh

 a micro-credit bank called Mirai (Future) Bank

 The Edogawa Citizen’s Network for Thinking about 
Global Warming (ECNG). 



Logo70% of a Family’s Consumption from 4 Items

Air Conditioner
２５．２％

Refridgerator
１６．１％

Lighting
１６．１％

Television
９．９％

Electric Carpet
４．３％

water and bath

３．９％

clothes dryer

２．８％

dishwasher

１．６％

Other
２０．２％

Breakdown of 
Household Electrical 

Consumption 
(2003 estimated cost)

191 billion kWh
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冷蔵庫の置き方等によるエネルギーの無駄
（１世帯１日あたり0.73kWh）

温度設定を弱にする（３０％）

近くに熱源
（１１％）

背面に隙間
（２５％）

左側面の隙間（１４％）

右側面の隙間（１４％）

上面の隙間（６％）

パッキング（１％）
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世帯当たりCO2排出量
約5,500 [kgCO2/世帯］
（2005年度）

家庭からのCO2排出量内訳
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エネルギー転換（発電所等）
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二酸化炭素総排出量
2006年度（平成18年度）
12億7,400万トン
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品目別家庭電力消費量
（2003年推計値）
１，９１１億kWh
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Refrigerator

Video Washer

Air Conditioner

TV
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Financing Energy Saving Refrigerators



LogoCost-Effectiveness of Energy Saving

¥6 million/$60,000
investment
generates

６,０００ＫＷＨ/Year

¥700,000/$7,000 financing

saves ８,０００ＫＷＨ/Year
Cost-Effectiveness is

10 times or more



Logo

Without a
Wall Socket

Must be Self-Sufficient
by Natural Energy

We Want to Calculator-ize Every House!
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Energy Self Sufficiency is Possible



LogoInstallation of small scale 
hydro-electric power station

This can be set up 
virtually 

anywhere

Japan has plenty 
of natural 
resources!

Solar, hydro, 
wind, & geo-

thermal



Logo

Case Study II:
Kenju-in

Supporting Sustainable Regional 
Economics



Logo

 Through exports to Japan, tropical forests in Asia are being completely destroyed. 
At present, the forests in Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands are being 
targeted. 

 Since 1960, through the exporting of lumber, the rate of self-sufficient domestic 
lumber in Japan has fallen to 2%, the Japanese lumber industry has been 
destroyed, and the forests have become overgrown and poorly managed. 

 Every year, the amount of accumulated self-sufficient lumber from Japanese 
forests is worth about ¥70 million ($700,000) to ¥100 million ($1 million)/year. 

× Degraded by lumber importing countries

△ Mostly lost forest

◎ Presently being cut down

△

△
△

×

×

×

× ×

◎◎

The Situation of the Destruction of Tropical Forests



LogoThe Situation of Japanese Mountains – No Management



LogoThe Situation of Japanese Mountains - Degradation



LogoThe Situation of Japanese Mountains - Landslides



Logo

 A usual house is made of not only one barrel of glue and adhesives
 There are also antiseptics and insecticides used to preserve the 

housing materials, which are much more dangerous.
 As the years go by, they hardly dissipate

What Happens to a House Over Time



Logo

 The amount we intake from what we eat and drink is only 15% 
compared to 83% from what we breathe. 

 Of this 83%, 69% comes from air inside of rooms and buildings. 
 So we need to pay more attention to pollutants within rooms than what 

we are eating.

The air we breathe and not the food we eat 
is more dangerous

http://homepage2.nifty.com/giken-lec/より

http://homepage2.nifty.com/giken-lec/


Logo

Hypersensitivity to chemical 
substances (the movie: The Apple of 
Life)

Skin atopi

Allergies

And many others

Chemical Substances Give Rise to Suffering

Japanese standards are the most dangerous in 
terms of eliminating these substances. 
We want them to simply use safer materials.



LogoProject to commemorate the 800th anniversary in 2011
of our founder Pure Land Master Honen’s Death

◆Collaboration with civic groups

◆Create a sustainable community

◆Construction of true social capital

•Chemical Free
•Minimum Running Cost
•Long Life: 100-300 years
•In Cooperation with 
Forest Conservation
•Cooperatively owned

Temple as Urban Eco Village 
Kenju-in Temple 見樹院



Logo
Thinning the Forest Layer and Peeling the Bark



LogoThe tree dries while standing and then 
can be carried off by a small woman



LogoKenju-in Temple
Affordable Eco-friendly Housing for Urban People

14 individual apartments 
built as cooperative and 
connected complex with the 
temple. 

since the building is 
considered to have a 300-
year durability, at the end of 
the 100-year lease period, 
there is a contract that the 
plot will return to Kenju-in 
Temple without any extra 
fees. 



LogoOuter Long Lasting Shell 
from Traditional Smoking Technique



Logo
Inner Chemical Free Apartments



LogoConclusion:
Sharing Wisdom with Like-Minded Local Activists in 

Other Parts of the World

April 2015 in Fukushima with new Eco-Temple Design Group 
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